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If I'm doing the right way to find a specific word in a string. A: You can use the find method of the
string class and regex: regex = "(?i)\bkeyword\b" string = "my this is a great string"

string.find("keyword") => 11 You can test it here: Introduction The purpose of this research is to
study three kinds of air filters installed in different types of systems and to determine their efficiency
and how long they can last. Testing Procedures The three different filters tested were all computer
filters. After each test the filter was examined and tested again to find out exactly what happens

during the test. Test Results When testing a computer filter it is important to know the true capacity
of the filter because it will not only help the filter last longer but also help the computer last longer.

Because these filters are computer filters they will not be inserted into or removed from the
computer. So, for this test, the computer will be used but the standard keyboard won't be connected.

The difference between this test and the others will be that the keyboard will be removed and the
computer will be restarted and begin the test to find out how much power the filters will keep it from
overheating. The filter tested in this test was made of fiberglass and had a nominal capacity of 1,600
m3/m2. The filter was installed in a standard desktop computer. All filters were tested for eight hours
on and six hours off to find out the computer's full capacity. The computer was shut off at the end of
each half of the test and restarted before testing the filter again. Each test was taken once before

the filter was changed. Results The first test run for the filter was when the filter was installed in the
computer. The computer was shut down for over an hour after the filter was installed and the

temperature reading showed more than an hour of power to run the computer. The filter looked
normal and the filter capacity of 1,600 m3/m2 was still intact. After the computer was restarted the

filter was tested over the next half of the test. Again the computer ran for over an hour. It looked
normal and the filter capacity of 1,600 m3/m2 was still intact. The filter was then changed and

tested in the same manner. The computer ran for over an
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